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When I was initially invited to address this General Assembly on
C0 energy education, I planned to talk,about why energy .education is

important, what energy education is and how programs can be
implemented'arelatively loW cost/ HowVr, sincoe that time, 'we

pp have all felt the effects of changing energy' and educational.
*r_i policies and of fiscal constraints at virtually all levels' of
.N government. I would be remiss today is I.dld not acknowledg'ethe

impact of recent events on energy education. Although I tried_
incorporating this information into the original title, "Energy
Eddcation: Why, What and How?", I found that I had sto insert an
extra "Why," making the revised title "Energy Education: Why,
Whathy and How?". The four questions I will answer are the
following: 4 ,

o

1. Why did energy education emerge as an identifiable
curricular component? - 0 .

... I.
s 2. What is happening to energy educatiOn today?

.3; Why is energy educ'ation Still iinportant?'and

4. HoW can we promote energy education in the classroom?

I. 4HY DO WE HAVE ENERGY EDUCATION?
.

.Energy is not a newcomer to the elementary/secondary instructional
program; it is not 'fa passing fad. Energy sources, forms, states and
uses have traditionally been part of the science curriculum at
virtually all grade levels. Social studies cdasses hav-t discussed
energy in many contexts, including the evolution of civilization, the
ihdyStrial revolution, comparative lifestyles and current events.t
During the 1960's -- when we witnessed a renewed awareness of man' s ,.1.

relationship to the environment -- understanding, preserving and '

enhancing environmental quality became a mibsion,of the schools.
Energy development, distribution and utilization pattdrns were integral '

components of environmental education, which also tended to be

nimplemented
through science arias social studies programs. The 1973-74

(N-
OPEC oil embargo added ,economics and international 'politics to the

.

CNo

already extensive list of energy-related teachings to be incorporated
into the curriculum. ,

, ,

0
schools:' it evolved from a

i(.)
way we, de,alt-with energy in the sch
Together, the events of the 19'60''s sand mid-1970's caused a shift in the

)
multi-faceted area of interest to a. complex area of concern. In other

V)
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words, it became "relevant," which, as you know, Scan be the kiss of
death. And, in the process of becoming relevant, energy education
acquired a name and a mission. No longer could we take pride in %

America's ability to turn huge quantities of low-cost 'fossil fuels into'
continuous economic. prosperity and gfowth. Suddenly, energy scarcity,
escalating prides, environmental degradation and an awareness of the
politiCal implications of depending upon foreign oil producers all,.
contributed to our, sense of -energy as a "crisis': in need, of resolution.

.

When we ,face a national crisis, we expect three things to happen:
.

First, federal and state governments 'must take ,action, they must design
new policieS, develop new grOgrams and create a new beauracracy ,to
implement these pOlic.ies and programs. Second , the private sector is
to respond with enlightened' selfinterest , offering information and
services that meet,public. needs while enhancing.'corporate images..
third; the aa,tidn!s schobl.s ate bxpected, to add new information' to. the .

ell curEictirum` and /pr g6mTihasiz'eisting coyerage so that students_will
"... 'under stand the- issue ,.n. all1 of its. cAplexi ty , a td, be- all]. e to cope with ---

-,

t.he'aSso4jate0 43Ablems'nowtand in thd future. . ' . . . .. ../ .

= . I '4,-- ....'

And, 1.6. and behdld 14,11' three expectationg were fdlei led. The
. .

fgderar governmen responded. by ereatl,nq -the, U.S.1 Department Of
--% 'Energy, charged ,with developing a national...energy policy and a

..

variety of. piograths to promote .energy awareness, conservation 'and
inationqiliindependencg. In -additton,ap Energy and Educastion
Action "tenter was created within what was 'then the U.S. ,Office of

/ Education. State energy offices were"fofmed, largely with federal .
fundingi,std" collect and disseminate state-specific information and
implement-:1 combination of federal' and.state program,s, Prcyate .

...

-

initiatives: included public infomation.PrOgiaiTs-....t,,p-d-A*---;
---,

utility, and other energy-r.elated cordpanies,and the;--deVel-o-Pment Oz-4-7--
energy edisation material andyconservation devices.. The 2..

--1..: ,

education sector responded both- as a' provider of ' information and
-----

as.an errergy consumer, State and lodal education' agencies
deVeloped ?olicies,7 offered energy-related inselrvice

.opportunities,, and developed ,a variety,of -instructional programs
at all' grade Levels,. Indtvidual. teachers and administrators
created' and ,offered energy,ldarning activities to meet student .

I *heed. - ,Schools as' energy 'Users, were caught dnable to meet.

escalating energy...Costs and unable to cope with Unpredictable
. supplies'.- Therefore, _energy- conservation programs became a
management decessity,, and implementing such programs often

., .provided. add.itiOnal educational opportunities for school
administrators, instructional and non-instructional personnel,
students and community members.

I

-

In Februaryof 1974, a ieseardh brief published by the' Education
Commission of the States (ECS) documented the education
establishment s response to the energy' crisis,created by the OPEC
embargo. Already, new programs ,stressing energy Conservation and
an awareness of our energy - related' dilemmas had been ,devela0bd ,and
implemented by:a Significant number of states scattered throughout
the nation.1 .1

A
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Energy became such an important issue that the Natibnal Assessthent
of EducatiOnal Progress conducted a special assessment of young
adults' energy knowledge and attitudes in 1977.2 Also in,1977,
ECS Commissioners offibially identified Energy and Environment as
a priority issue'category, directing staff to provide 'appropriat4-N
information and assistance to the states.

The next year, when-ECS surveyed governors' offices; state ,

legislatures, state departments of education and state energy;
offices, we.found that most 'state departments .of education and
most state energy offices- had assigned d pers'o'n (not necessarilX
full-time) to be responsible for energy education. Furthermore,
many agendies "had,eadc.peed polALC4es,,ruIgs,, recommendations or
guidelines regarding elementary/secondaryene"rgy eclticatioh,
generally through means of infusion, into existing' -areas o' f
instruction.3' In 1978 the greAtest problem seemed to 1-,4
coordinating involved agencies and persons.

.

';

*

nTo meet this need, in 1979 ECS convried'officials responsible for
curricular policy and school plant manageMent from spate education
agencies and envgy offices for the purpose of'stiffdlatinq intra-
and interstate-communication and cooperation. As an indication of
interest, over forty states utilized their own,funds to
participate in this first InterState Energy and Education ,Network
Cohference.4-And, as a result of the'meeting, ten regional
networks were formed, ,corresponding the ten' federal regions.
In the same year, the National Science Teachers Association began
its annual practitioners.conferences to enable teachers and
instructional leaders to expand their kno;aledge of energy
educa.tioh and to ficilitate sharing of programs, materials and
expertise.

116ifeir-dtil?,many federel, state and local educ tors and

Alk

offi-cidn'W;S-Alemonstrating a -commitmen to curliou
energy depen.- 1".fttr.r.4,ntrol-r and'create. a
energy-literate socke-;14-.. -r.swere becoming part of he g
number of Americans denying the el'32.-Ite"ri%-g,eergy_as,
continuing problem. This sense of complacency leid-i ue r the-
second question: "What Is Happening to Energy

'

Education T 'lag"

ing

r
II. WHAT IS HAPPENING TO ENERGY EDUCATION TODAY?

By mid-1974 the oil embargo was over, and many Americans believed
that the energy crisis had ended. Reminding, us of out; dependence
upon- relatively. unstable middle eastern political regimes foi half ,

of our energy supply became an unpopular priority of. the Carter
Administration. Public opinion polls conducted during 1977. and
1978 indicated that American citizens were rot very concerned
about energY-related problems,5 and data from the National
Assessment of Educational Progress confirmed that young adults
(aged 26-35) were pdotly informed about energy.6 While the 1979
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Iranian revolution, temporarily shook Americans from, their,
compricency, our ability to replace Iranian oi.1 with-other sources
and our willingness to pay higher and higher priCes again led to a
lessening of cobceR. However, .higher costs and the memory of
shortage* did motivat- some behaviorial changes.- Whetiler or not
polls showed A preoccu n with energy as anational issue,
people had taken conservation measures to lessen= the budgetary
iiupact.of escalating prices. This curtailtent-in-turn reduc'ed our
oil imports from one-half to approximately one-third of our
petroleum consumption. And, the current economic recession has
helped sustain this reduction.

-People who Were still worrying about energy'found relief this
November in Harper's cover story that unequivocally proclaibed,
"The Energy Crisis 3/s Over!". In this article, William Tucker'

°explained that.;

We have ended OPEC's dominance-of the market.wit n a few
short monthS by swallowing what turned out to be relatively,
mild pill and accepting,& market price for our own oil. All
we have to do now.,is decontrol our natural-gas prices, and' we
will be 4me,free. There will be another mild 'period of
adjustment, and soon we_wi,11 Je on a firm, stable, and
innovative energy course.

Whether or not one agrees with Tucker's analysis,. the fact remains)
that the recent decline in world oil consumption has. lessened
OPEC's control over the market. In an effort to hold to the
group's $34 a barrel benChmark ceiling price, OPEC ministers
agreed last week to lower production ceilfngsiby about 700,000
barrels a day, reducing the,cartel's,total"daily output' to,17.5
million barrels a day.r. (This-Compares to 31'million barrels a day
produced by OPEC. just 3 years ago.) Meanwhile,.some member
nations are undercutting the $34 figure, and some non7OEC prices
are substantially lower. (For example; three weeks ago Great
Britian lowdred the price of its North Sea crude to $31.a barrel.)
However, the duration of current petroleum market conditions
remains to be seen.

Current federal philosophy mirrors the widespread ontention that
entrgy is no longei- a crisis. This belief ir8 being justified. by
the ,assumption that unfettered market forces will balance energy'
supply and demand.at.apptopriate prices which, in turn, will
stimulate domestic production of apparently unlimited energy

7 -repources.' Revised attleudes toward pricing hive been accompanied
by. revised pOlicies concerning energy. independence. As stated, in
the, ".reformulated energy-policy guidelines" that the 1

Administration Presented to COngress last July, "Achieving a, low
level of U.S. imports at any cost is notsa major criterion forthe
nation's energy security and economic health.'-'$

Even without this philosophical change*, efforts to curb fe eral .

. spending necessitate a reduction both energy and education
t
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expenditures. The combinatiOn of fiscal and, programmatic shifts.
accounts fbr proposals to elim,inate both DOE's that>i,s, energyand '

edUcaton, and toreplace some of the current categorical,programswifth
"black grants,"characterizet bytewer.,strings and less money:

With respect to eber4y activiiiesin the U.S. Department of Education,:
the Energy and'Education Action Center,. previously Within he.Office of
School Improvement,: was eldmindted on February 12, 1982. So, as of
-this date, that Department no'longer has any involvement in energy
.whatsoever. The highly touted block grant's will'notrbe a significant
factor' in supporting energy-related progr,6s tor tI4o.reasonS: First,
energy will be one.of manyVompetirig uses for these limited funds.
DepartTent officials expect that most block grant money will be used to
improve basic skills and ,to continue programs previously funded through
Emergency School Aid appropriations,.such as magnet schools. Second,
the level of available funding is gdite limited: amounting to
approkimately $7 per ,pupil' at the local level. Because 65% of the
16,000 U.S. school districts have fewer than 3,000 pupils, most LEAs
will receive lesss than $21,000, the equivalent of one staff pOsition.'
Analysts predict that districts will, allocate -this money for a staff
specialist in a core subject or for updated education materials. The
remaining adtIvities within the Department of Education wouldr4be
transferred to a newly created education foundation if Congress
approves the Administratidn's proposal. .

The education and training programs previously supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy have been zeroed out of the FY '83 budget. If one
includes the printing and distribution of,curridular materiM.s, these
program's were' funded at 5 million dollars for FY '81'and 1.7 million 1

dollars during the'current iscal year, FY '82. 'Other
education-related programs within DOE also zeroed out for FY '83
include'pre-freshman engineering support for women and minorities, tile,
graduate traineeship program forengineers and the Schools and
Bospit-als prOgram. With respect, to the Department of Energy itself,
the President has proposed that the Department of Commerce take over
programs related to weapons, research and development. The strategic
petroleum reserve and power administrations will be transferred to the
Departmerit of Inteior, and some ,remaining programs will be placed in a
new agend-y, to be named' ,the Energy Research and Technology
oAdministations. In other words, back to something like the ERDA
(Energy Research and Development Administration) days, before Our
elusive encounter" with the "moral equivalent of war." As with
Department of Education, the actual outcome of course will depend on.
Co9gressional action. Such changes require new legislation, and there
is considerable opposition to the abolishment of the Department of
Energy. Meanwhile, hoyever, dismantledent is occurring through the
budgetary prodess. 1

,While the final fate of proposed federal reorganizations and spending
'reductions or both energy and education,orograms are -not yet known,
two things are already clear: First, substant4ally less federal money
wild be available for energy, education, and their "intersection. -
Second, state and local funds will not fill the gaps left by federal

1
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austerity. For a myriad of reasons, including recession, spending
.

geilings, tawing limitations and the accumulation of already.pos,tponed '

gablic,capital invegtments, state and.lOcal units,df. government are
aiso"facsing fiscal eisid, and"other priorities will successfully-.
camPetd with:energy edfrucation for scarce ollarS.9 '

When the general public and its political-offiCials feel that .'

energy is no longe a," crisis, then ene'rgy.edupation automatically
.beGpmes less itportant. People seem to, lose sight .of the protound
chageswe still face with respect to energy costs, development of
traditional and,emerging.energy sources', and_ the social- and
ehvironmental impliitlatiZns of the changes in our energy-use
patterns. In the education arena,. ptilglic opinion has now turned
its attention to other issues of edLicakon quality: -Are students
learning as"much.as they can leirh and are they able'to function
at acceptable, levels of competency in suct.basic areas as ,reading,
writ.ing, computing, and speaking? gre teachers adequately trained
and properly monitored? If, indeed', state "education agenfies and
local school distriCts are facing a fiscal crunch, obviouslyc
resources will be focused on 'those areas considered to 'be most
important, and topics considered loss Important will - suffer.

The impact on energy education of these changing priorities has
been profound at all levels of government: federal, state and
local. There has been. # rapid drop in the number,of persons
having assigned responsibility for energy education, and many of
those remaining are unsure of their tenure. People who are still
responsible for providing' energy education in the schoolg are
faced with an end to the free distribution energy education
materials from the federal government.

Perhaps the angst notable exception to thisjpervasive constriction
in energy education is the growing interest aitid involvement of the
grivate sector. To the extent that private involvement in energy
education' occurs without undue bias and/or is balanced with
different perspectives, then this trend can be considered' a
hopeful sign., Howeveryindustry-sponsored materials tend-to
address industry- doncerns and activities. In the energy field
this means that materials tend to focus.on single energy sources:
petroleum, gas,, nuclear, electric or solar. Under these
circumstances, developing a comprehensdve ,energy education program
requires careful planning and synthesis.

next discuss reasons why we must sustain our energy-related
efforts, answering the 3rd question.

III. IS ENERGY EDUCATION STILL IMPORTANT?

While the current Situation of petraleuecvailabiikty and
declining prices has lulled many into a sense "of secgrity, energy
analysts are warning us of the likelihood of a new energy crisis
during the-198a's. Most recently j iningthesTrogdosticatorg
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: are Charles.Ebinger and Richard Kessler, authors of a two-year
study releasdd.this Month by Georgetown' University's rather
'conservative Center for Strategic and International Studies. The

. report predicts th'a't another oil-shortage will 'result from such
`likely factors as .the following:

o an end to the current recession;

o. a curtailment of conversions from oil to -coal and 'other

4
energy sources, partially due to the elimination of some
federal, incentives;

-

. .

'o a reversal of western Europe's energy.expor,ting ',status; and

o skyrocketing-4emand for oil by Third World countries and by
OPEC members 'Who, by the.way, predict their consumption

-will grow Erod42.4 MBD (million barrels per day) in 1980 to
6.3 MBD'in 1990, significantly reducing. the quantity of

'petrolgum available for exportation.,

fne spite of the Center's close ties to the Reagan' Administration,
'the authors contend that the current federal de-emphasis of the
energy'issue is "a prescriptipn-for disaster."1° This conclusion
substantiates a report released in September by the General
Accounting Office (GAO) en_tleds, "The United States Remains .

Unprepared for. Oil. Import DiSruptions." -According to this earlier
report, the nation 'is no more.able to cope with a major oil cutoff
than it was in 1973/74, in spiteof having had eight years since

-'the OPEC efibargo to reflect and..to.plan. The GAO attributes our
vulnerability to twoteratedfactors: .first, "the Department of

-.Energy has never mounted an adequate contingendy planning effo,rt,"
and second; "the executive has never given emergency preparedfiess
the priority and attention it deserves.°

While evaluations of our energy. status have tended to fciaus on
petroleum, it is important to emphasize a fact too often
forgotten our energy policy issues are not limited to this one
energy source. Rising natural gas and electricity prices are
causing severe economic repercussions among many segments of
society, including the Schools. With respect to alternate. energy
sources, people are still polarized by controversey over.r0c.lear
safety .and are,confused by conflicting' claims over the potential
costs and benefits of various forms of solar energy.

In completing my answer to, the question, "Why is energy education
still important?" I'd like to quote, from a booklet entitled Energy
Education: A Policy Development Handbook. This publidation grew
out of,the work Qf our State Energy Education Proj.ect,.funded by
the U.S. Department of Energy and assisted. by a national task
force .composed of educgtors, energy experts and%political
offidials, chaired by governor Richard Hamm of. Colorado. The
handbook justifies erirgy education in the following-manner:
A

4
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Meeting the multi-faceted challenge that the energy
transition presents requires an informed citizenry capable'of
making responSIble decisions about the development and use, of
alternative' energy supplies 'having various economic,
political, social and environmental cqnse'quences. Such a
requirement,suggests.that energy. be considered a basic theme
throughoUt the formal (in-school) and infoxmal-
(out=of-school) education systems as energy issues are

t 'immediate; serious and pekvasive.11

With the help of our task force, we developRd a list of six .-
objectives ,taf be considered in developing a Comprehensive energy,
education program designed to fulfill this societal need .12 ThRy
are.the following:

Objective 1. To enable people to understand the nature and
importance of ,energy. i

A .

Objective 2. To provide information ~about changing supply
and demand factors for,various energy sources.

Objective 3. To prepare people to consider the local,
regional, national and international impliCations of
different energy sources. .

Objective 4. To provide inforniation about conservation,

Objective 5. To prepare people to make personal .and societal
decisions related to energy supply disruptions.

Objective 6. To prepare people. for energy.:.related careers
and to baCpme energy_consciousffn other career 'fields.

Assuming that we are convinced that energy education remains a
22 necessary curricular component, our next -- and perhapsInost

important -- question remains to be answered.

Pa 44 a
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IV. HOW CAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL BEST
PROMOTE ENERGY EDUCATION IN THE' CLASSROOM?

To the best of my'knOwledge, no research has been conducted ,

specifically related to the. principal's role in energy education.
,,Therefore, ram taking. the libertylof borrowings from research
ifindings about factors responsible for effective schools.' Most of.
this research has focused on accounting.for differences in basic.
skilld'4bhievement algOng schobls havin7j similar student bodied.
According to the'conclusibils made by Ronald Edmonds of the Harvard .

University Graduate School of Education, f&Ve factors .seem to bed
associated with higher average scores .on standardized 'fachievemen't-
tests. They, are thelifallowing:

^ .
T

1. Strong administrative leadership by the school, principal,
particularly with respect to instruction4.matters.,

. N

2. A safe and orderly school cmate, relatively free oT
- discipline and.vandalism'pr6blems.

3. Schoolwide emph n teaching basic skill.

A. Teacher expectatjlons, thp,t all students can achieve
apps priate levels lof skill. 5

5. A sydtem for moni toring and assessing student achievement
that is closely related to instructional objectives%13

.. -

Assuming that these research findings are,applicable,to a broad .

dpectnum of curricular objectives, then the school principal plays
0 a key role as both an instructional leader and an organizattdrial
'manager whb sets .stayards fo.' solhool clrmateand teacherpupil"
attitudes. .

- 1 . .

Beybnd these general guidelines, however, there are some specific
things-that you can do to ppelote energy educatioh in your school
building.

First, BecomA.Energy Literate.

;Ed ucate you rself about energy and about energy education `fob two
purposes: first, to be an effective, advocate for energy

'431 education, and second, to be an effective instructional leader.

With respect to your advocacy role, Isu4gest that you get a copy
* of Energy Education: Why, What and How, availabl,e at no cost, from

the State Energy Education. Project, Education Commission of the -

Stated, 1860 Lincoln, Suite 300, Denver, Colorado 80295. Based on
suggeitions from our task force, Paul Bauman and I designed this
short and rathesr simplified. publication to convince education
polj.cymakers o'f the importance of energy education and the
feasibility of incorporating energy concerns into the

4,
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..1.,ementary/sedondaryschool%cutricaUm. Its three sections
explad'h the importance of energy eddcation, set forth the six A
basic objectives I listed a moment earlier, and provicre
suggestions for .implementing energy educatio' programs at
relatively low cost. In addition, the booklet provides a list off,4

4

organizations and agencies able to provide free or low-cost
materials% \

ae

With nespectlto your role as an instructional leader, I; urge you
.e to learn about energy issues and to encourage your teachers to

learn as much as &ley can about theenergy-related content
appropriate to their subj'ect 'areas and grade levels.. You must
help your. staff to move beyond the:bmotional,And precondeived
'perspectives in a Subject as 'complex and pblarized as energy
isSuest You must also be informed about the current status of
fedkral and state policies and programs addressing energy and
.education: Your personal inliolvement'in'the.energy learnihg
process should Serve as a.model to stimulate'your staff and
.students to do liitewise.

Second, Maintain a'Ldng-range Perspective.

Because- you. are invofved,with education,, you are not only
conCened with your lifespan but'also with the lifespan of presentNt.
and,future genetAtions% Your.responsibility is.to.preparet
students to face an 'unknown future, equipped with the tools of
critical,thinking, decisionmaking,"and flexibility. You want to
enable them to exercise some control Oyer their lives so that they
are not continually the victims :of a,seties of crises. This
mission, requires lacing our engegy uncertaInt%es as they relate to
the .supply, development and utilization of renewable, and
,nonrenewable enecgburces and the enviro 'bmental, social,
economic and political implications of the choices before us.

Third, D9 Not .Pall Victim to a "Criss' Mentality."
.

The issue is not whether or not .energy is a crisis.. The facts
that life.depends upon energy, energy.use'patterns.largely
determine )iuman lifestyles, and the distribution of energy
resources affects economic and_political relationships make energy
'important enough to be a part pf the school curriculum. The
pervasige importance of energy, however, does not mean that it
Must be pitted against such other curricular topics as health,
career and consumer education for aspot in the curriculum. If
schools are to assist 'students to functiOn in their world, then
there must be room for content that provides students with their
needed toolS. Part of the ongoingcurricular adjustment process

*must be to keep edudational programs synchronized with societal
needs.
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Fourth, Participate in the Political Process.

To be an effective advocate for energy educdtion, you must be
willing to participate in the political process, a_. role in
the selection of candidates so that persop,elected to public
office will share yOur belief LO.expstrgy and, educatiox as issues
worthy of public attention. Tell. public officials out energy
and education needs in order .y..0 influence the determ =ination of 4

public priorities and:budget'allocations. .And,1 work to develop a
polic.y basis for eneegy educaSion. Not only an a policy indicate
a, high level of official, commitment to the goals and objectives of
engegy.dducation,,but italss can provide the basis or

appropriate supObtt and assistanc%.14 .

To.be effective, however, your involvement in 'the pafiticalr
prbcess must be realistic; taking into account'Ehe curredt fiscal

.. situatIonah'd the impendincr.realignment of functions, among ''
,

fpderal& state and local units of government. We cad no longer
expect eh4.%'federal gove?liment to provida the primary 'leadership in

, energy eaucation. fristead, education decisionmakers at the state'
-' .'and local'leviels must assume the respon§ibility

.

for an energy
literate society, capable ;of ehIlghteneg decisionmaking. 1 a

>," fir . : \\ . d 1

0.

-Finally, I'd like, to sharg with you thefiVe implementation.
guidelices descrped in Eneiqi,. Education:. Why,

.
What atIck How,

.

Guideline 1: Cost-Effectiveness

As explained into,
, . .

Limited federal and state support'-for program
development combin'e'd wi4i.sthoofliistricts' tight'

'budgets necessitates the use of costrsavioq methods and
techniques whenever` possible. Thetefa.re, an energy
education pros-ram must be developed as economically as
possible while maintaining qualjt.y standards. Existing
resOurceg,_infoimation and a aertise should be locIFEed
and'ueed whenever they are releV.ant and appropriate,
thus avoiding duplication of effo1 rt and unnecessary

.'expenditures.) 5

Your teachers do not have to deVelop their own curriculums.

Guideline 2: CurelOular Considerations

,/

A comprehensive energy education program must be cafqfully planned
with respect to scve, sequence and instructional strategy. Most
energy education programs have been designed to be infus d into
existing classes. In many,cases it may be sufficient mer ly to
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emphasize the energyrelated content already present iri'a given
class.- A hird approach is the'building.cf are interdiscilinaty
curriculum around an energy theme.' A fOurth strategy, less
appropriate forNsplementar4 grades, is the development of separate
courses designed to address energy issues in greater detail or to
1-57,37M students with vocationaltraining.

Guideline 3: Objectivity

Ag'ain, quoting from Energy Eduction: Why, What and How,' '

In ()vier to 'be truly valuable and useful, an energy education
program must be objective and impartial. It must be designed
to provide 'factual information enabling people to draw their
own conclusions and to make more,informed decisions regarding
energy questions and issues. . . .s

In developing and selecting programs, it is important to
include a coalition of teachers, school administrators,
industry representatives, parents, students and community
leaders. . . . In this way a greater diversity of/technical
and policy options can be considered, and the concerns of
individuals and organizations having different viewpoints

. will not be overlooked.16,
.. fh

'('TLI-11.*ine 4: Relevance
a

By focusing on local, state and regional concerns,,students can
gain a very personal understanding of their dependence upon energy
and of the issues which they can help to resolve.

Guideline 5: Teacher Preparation and Participation ,

The-fifth and final implementation guideline is the need for
teacher preparation and participation. Teachers must become
knowledgeable about energy concepts in order to address them
effectively in the classroom. Energy literacy can result from
preservice training, insepice programs and individual initiative.
Responsibility for teacher preparation must be shared among
colleges and universities, state and focal education agencies,
school administrators and ihdividual classroom teachers.

Closely related to teacher preparation is the impetance of
teacher participation in determining-both broad and operational
energy education objectives, selecting and/or developing
appropriate materials, and implementing school energy education
programs,

' My concluding observation is that energy education is now at the
threshold of what may be its decline or its affirmation. If you
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believe that energy has an important place in' the classroom, then
you must. work to make this possible by, articulating your
commitment to those public officials who ate now making some .

profound decisions thai,will affect energyjeducatiOdefor years' to
come. You must also provide guidance to the private sector so
that their energy educatiorN4Ntivities will meet identified public
needs and will, be processed through proper channels of education
governance.

Remember, our energy fiyiture-is in your hands. The.quality of life
of future generations will depend-on the decisions they will make,
with your help and preparation. Therefore, you must continue to
a ment yousr energy knowledgeand to find creative nd appropriate

s to help teachers bring energy issues into the lassroom.

0

a

4
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